
U.S. Senate Honors Soviet Spy

The Senate of the United States on June 24 passed a resolution honoring
a Soviet spy. lt happened on June 24,when, under the prodding of Senator Jeff
Bingaman, Majority Leader Bill Frist brought to the floor a resolution (S. Res.
321) to recognize the "loyal service" of J. Robert Oppenheimer of America's
Manhattan project that produced the atomic bomb. The resolution also directed
the Energy Department to honor Oppenheimer with a special event. The problem
is that Oppenheimer was a member of the Communist Party and a traitor to the
United States. He was part of a group that facilitated the betrayal of America's
atomic secrets to the Soviet Union.

Bingaman insists, in the face of the evidence, that Oppenheimer was an
"atomic patriot" and was later punished not for his communist activities but for
"his opinions and past associations." The co-sponsors of his bill were Senators
Pete Domenici and Diane Feinstein.

Herbert Rornerstein, a former professional staff member of the House
f ntelligence Committee and co-author of a book on Soviet espionage, The
Venona Secrefs, says we know Oppenheimer was a Soviet spy based on
American interception of communications by the Soviet intelligence service
during World War ll. The code name for that interception was Venona. They
reveal that Soviet intelligence had close contacts with Oppenheimer and used
him as an agent. Another source is the Soviet spymaster Pavel Sudoplatov, who
wrote a letter to the then-head of the Soviet Communist Party, Yuri Andropov.
Sudoplatov boasted about his achievements, including getting information on the
U.S. atom bomb. And one of the critical sources of information for the Soviets,
Sudoplatov said, was J. Robert Oppenheimer.

Romerstein says there are not enough Venona intercepts to know exactly
what Oppenherimer gave the Soviets. "except that they [the Soviets] were not in
contact with people for frivolous reasons. They were in contact with members of
the American Communist Party such as J. Robert Oppenheimer so those people
could give them classified information. That's what they wanted and that's what
they got." Romerstein adds, "There isn't any question that Oppenheimer was a
traitor to the United States and doesn't deserve any of the honors that these
people [in the Senate] want to give him."

So how and why did the Senate honor him? Romerstein, who worked on
Capitol Hill for 18 years, notes that the resolution honoring Oppenheimer was
passed by unanimous consent when it was likely that few Senators were even on
the Senate floor. Out of the 100 Senators, he said, there probably aren't five of
them who know anything about Oppenheimer.

Frist was undoubtedly assured by Bingaman and others that it was a non-
controversial resolution and that any questions about Oppenheimer had been
resolved in his favor. Indeed, in a controversial development that occurred during
the Clinton Administration, a statement from FBI Director Louis Freeh was
released, taking issue with the evidence that Oppenheimer had knowingly
supplied classified information to the Soviets. However, this was before the
Venona secrets were released, confirming Oppenheimer's espionage activity.



The Bingaman resolution doesn't just honor Oppenheimer's "loyal

service." lt direLts the Secretary of Energy to observe the 100th anniversary of his
birth "with appropriate ceremonies, activities, or programs at the Department of
Energy and the Los Alamos National Laboratory." In fact, Secretary of Energy
Spencer Abraham has already done so, having given a November 10, 2003,
speech at the National Press Club heralding the "wizardry" of Oppenheimer and
praising him and others who "shape the course of World War ll and gave us a
nuclear deterrent that helped prevent global conflict during the Cold War." In fact,
Oppenheimer facilitated the passing of America's atomic secrets to the Soviet
Union, making the world extremely dangerous for decades to come.

On July 11, 2004, in a separate development, Los Alamos National
Laboratories Director Pete Nanos participated in a ceremony honoring
Oppenheimer and featuring the unveiling of a plaque at the "Oppenheimer
house," the former house of the "progressive scientist," as he was described in /a
monitor, the "online news source for Los Alamos."

There currently exists a "J. Robert Oppenheimer Study Center" on the
campus of Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Controversy has followed Oppenheimer for decades. He lost his security
clearance after the war amidst charges he was a communist - charges that he
denied. Professor Gregg Herken, formerly of the Smithsonian Institution, says the
evidence clearly shows that Oppenheimer lied about his communist Party
membership. But Herken is not convinced Oppenheimer spied for the Soviet
Union. Two others, Professor Martin Sherwin and Kai Bird of The Nation
magazine, who have written a book on Oppenheimer, even dispute that he was a
communist.

Romerstein says it is apparent that Herken doesn't know much about the
matter. The Communist Party USA was a totally owned subsidiary of the Soviet
Communist Party and received funding every year from KGB channels. The
leadership of the party had the job of identifying those party members who would
be useful to the Soviets for spying. And no communist party member contacted b
during world War llto spy for the Soviet Union turn ed them down. The yall
agreed to do so because communists were Soviet patriots, They were not
American patriots."

The Nation, he points out, is notorious for continuing to believe in the
innocence of Alger Hiss and the Rosenbergs. Hiss, who was convicted of perjury
for denying he was a Soviet spy, became the first acting secretary general of the
United Nations. The Rosenbergs were convicted and executed for passing
atomic secrets to the Soviet Union. Their son, Robert Meeropol, granted an
interview to the Communist PaO newspaper, The People's Weekly World of
June 24, declaring that he is voting for Kerry this year. He says, "...1 want Kerry
to get as many votes as he possibly can..." He's voting for Kerry, he says,
because "this cabal of Bush and his cronies are so dangerous..." He fears "right-
wing domination" and an "authoritarian government" in the U.S.
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RECOGI{IZING J. ROBERT OPPENffiIMIR - (Senate - June 2-l' 200{)

lPage: s74961

Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of calendar No.
531. S. Res. 321.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk r.r'ill state the resolution bv title.

The legislative clerk read as follou's:

A bill (S. Res. 321) reco€nizing the loyal service and outstanding contriburions ci .l Rrri"€n Oppenleimer to the United
States and calling on the Secretary of Energy to observe the 100th amiversan ol Dr Oppenhermer's birth rvith appropriate
pro€rams at the Department ofEnergy and the Los Alamos National Laboraton

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to the resolutiou.

Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the resolution and prea:::-ole re agreed to en bloc, and the motion
to reconsider be laid upon the tabl€, that any statements relating to the measure be lnctec in dre RICORD as if read,
rrithout any intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDNG OFFICER. Without obiection- it is so ordered.

The resolution (S. Res. 321) was appeed to.

The preamble rvas apreed to.

Th€ resolution, $'ith its preamble, reads as follows:

S. Res. 321

Whereas from March 1943 to October 1945, J. Robert Oppenleimer rvas the firsr c::.c:cr oithe Los Alamos Laboratory,
Nelv Mexico, l'hich was used to desiext and build the nuclear weapons that ended the Se;irrd \\-trld \\-ar:

Whereas follol'ing the end ofthe Second World Wa1 Dr. Oppenheimer sen ed as a si:-r;e :j',ls- and consuhant to each
of the 3 principal committees planning for the post-war aontrol of nuclear enerpr'- rn c ir i:;.; ::.e i*-relan cl \\'ar's Interim
Committee on Atomic Energy, the Secretary of State's Committee on Atomic Ener€l . a:-; ::i -':-:rei \arions .{tomic Energv
Commiftee:

Whereas from 194'l to1952,Dr. Oppenheimer was the fust chairman ofthe General i;i::::-. C.:-:,1:ee. lhich advised
the Atomic Energv Commission on scientific and technical matters;

Where as from 194'7 lo 1954. Dr. Oppenleimer also served on defense polrc'r com:::::e*. --.;. -:::.; :.:. C i:-'n ittee on
Atomic Energ"n- of the Joint Research and Development Board, the Science Adtison Cl::,::::::et : :-: -'::-:;e cf Del'ense
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Mobilization. and the Pancl on Disannament ofthe Deparhnent of State:

Whereas in addition to his sen'ice to the United States Goyerrunent. Dr. Oppenheimer I'as the director ofthe Institute for
Advanced Studl at Princeton Universitv from 1947 to 1965:

Whereas in I946. President Truman conferred on Dr. Oppenheimer the Medal for Merit ' for exceptionaliy mentonous
conduct in the performanc€ of outstanding service" as director of the Los Alamos Laboratory and foi development of the
atomic bomb:

_ 
Whereas in 1963. President Lyndon Johnson conferred on Dr. Oppenheimer the Enrico Fermi Award "for contributions to

theoretical phvsics as a teacher and originator of ideas and for leadership of the Los Alamos L aboratorv and the atomic
energl- program during critical years"; and

whereas April 22, 2004, is the 100th anniversary of Dr. oppenheimels birft: Nou, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Senate-

(1) recognizes the loyal service of J. Robert Oppenheimer to the United States and the outstanding contributions hc made
to theoretical Physics. the Los Alamos National Laboratory, the deveiopment ofnuclear enerpr. andthe common detense and
security ofthe United States; and

(2) calls on the Secretary of Energy to observe the 100th anniversan of the birth of .t. Robert Oppenheimer rrifh
appropnate ceremonies, activities, or pro€rams at the Department of Eners! aad the Los Alamos i.lational Laboratorv.
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BiA Summory & Statusfor the l08th Congress

S.RES.32I
Titl€: A Iesolution recognizing the loval sen ice and outstanding contributions ol J. Robert Oppenheimer to the United States
and calling on the SecretaD of Energl' to obsen'e the 100th anniversan of Dr. Oppenheimer'i irirth I'ith appropriate
prograns at the Deparlment ofEnergv and the Los Alamos National Laboraton,.
Sponsor: '.: .. - [NM] (introduced 3 /1212004) { ,,.jrt)}rl.rtr (2)

. Latest Maior Actionr 6/24/2004 Passed/agreed to in Senate. Status: Resolution agreed to in Senate $..ithout amendment and
\r ith a preamble bi'Unanimous Consffit.
Senate Reportsr

. COSPONSORS(2), ALPHABETICAL [tbllowed by Cosponsors withdrawn]: (Sort: , . r,)

-.'.: ,r::- -: , fNMl -3/12/2004:, rr il-..;tiij'r. t:t.:,.t lCAl -3/12/20O4
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,J.S. Seriol€ Ccr'i'r-llee eri

Ener ond Nolurol Resources
Ronking ltember Jetl Bingornon I De,nccrci - \f,l | 3l? 3ri,sen $uilcinE I niis:ii:'nerqy.seti,.le-guv

Speech June 25,2OO4

Bingaman To Acknowledge Historical Injustice to
Atomic Patriot

The Senate last night passed a resolution recognizing the loyal service to America of Dr. l. Robert
Oppenheimer, who led the Los Alamos National Laboratory during the Manhattan Project, but who
subsequently became a political target during the 1950s. The resolution, introduced by Sen. Bingaman and
co-sponsored by Sen. Domenici and Sen. Feinstein, coincides with the 100th anniversary of Oppenheimer's
birth year.

Tomorrow morning, Sen. Bingaman will speak at Los Alamos at a symposium celebrating the Oppenheimer
centennial. Bingaman will focus not so much on Dr, Oppenheimer's contributions to the development of the
atomic bomb during World War Ii, but on his opposition to the development of the hydrogen bomb in the
early years of the Cold War, and on the high price he paid for that resistance. Dr. Oppenheimer was tried
by a "personnel security board" for his opinions and his past associations and, 50 years ago next Tuesday,
stripped of his security clearance, barring him from any further work on the nation's nuclear programs.

Bingaman's speech will recognize that an injustice was done. We hope you will take a moment to read it.

OPPENHEIMER RECONSIDERED Remarks of Senator leff Bingaman Saturday, June 26, 2OO4

The story of Robert Oppenheimer is as timely as today's news and as timeless as a Greek tragedy. He was
a brilliant scientist who devoted his talents to the service of his country. He was celebrated for making the
atomic bomb and vilified for not wanting to make the hydrogen bomb. He helped unlock the secrets of the
atom for his country and, in the end, his Government would not trust him with those secrets.

His contributions to the Manhattan Project and to Los Alamos are legendary. He came up with the idea of a
central weapons laboratory, and he picked the site for it, here at Los Alamos. Although there were many
brilliant scientists and engineers who made enornous contributions to the Manhattan Project,
Oppenheimer's contribution was unique. He was the Laboratory's first director; he recruited its original
stafT; and he led it to its wartime success.

Shortly afterthe war, Dr. Oppenheimerspoke eloquently of the Manhattan Project as having "led us up
those last few steps to the mountain pass; and beyond there is a different country." He left Los Alamos
and the Manhattan Project once the height was scaled, but he continued to help us find our way through
the new country. He felt a deep responsibility for his work on the Manhattan Project and thought it was his
duty to continue to make his technical experience and judgment available to the Govemment.

For nine years after the war ended, the Government drew heavily upon his talents. He served faithfully on
numerous defense and nuclear policy committees. He chaired the General Advisory Committee to the
Atomic Energy Commission. Under his leadership, the General Advisory Committee promoted the
development of this Laboratory, the production and perfection of atomic weapons, and the development of
nuclear reactors for submarines and naval propulsion. But he-and a majority of the General Advisory
Committee-opposed the development of the hydrogen bomb.

it was Dr. Oppenheimer's opposition to the H-bomb, more than anything else, that made his opponents
into enemies and fueled their suspicions of his loyalty. Undoubtedly, Oppenheimer had friends and
relatives who were communists. Most of those associations had been formed long before the war and most
had long since ended. All of them had been thoroughly scrutinized by the Army when it cleared him in
1943 and by the Atomic Energy Commission when it cleared him in L947. They now became the basis of
new allegations. In December 1953, the Atomic Energy Commission formally charged him with disloyalty
and suspended his security clearance.

hnp : i/energy. senate. gov/news/dem_release.cfm?id:223217 711512004
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Dr. Oppenheimer replied, with great dignity, that he had no desire to retain an advisory position if his

advice was not needed, but that he could not ignore the suggestion that he was "unfit for public service."
He decided to answer the charges against him and asked for a hearing to clear his name, What he got was

not the objective "inquiry" called for by the Atomic Energy Commission's rules. It was a trial-there is no

other word for it - and a grossly unfair one at that,

The charges against Dr, Oppenheimer were long and complex. Most involved his past associations, which
had already been thoroughly and repeatedly investigations. But the Commission went further and charged
him with having "expressed" views opposing the development of the H-bomb. That was the crux of the
matter.

Dr. Oppenheimer was tried, in secret, before a specially appointed three-member personnel security
board. He was prosecuted by an aggressive former criminal prosecutor specially retained for the case. The
FBI bugged Oppenheimer's conversations with his lawyers and potential witnesses, and reported what it
heard to the Commission. Evidence was withheld from Oppenheimer and his attomeys. Legal standards
were lowered to meet the evidence. The whole affair was carefully orchestrated by the AEC's chairman,
Lewis Strauss.

In the end, all three board membersfound Oppenheimer loyal, but two of the three concluded that he was
a security risk and recommended that his security clearance not be restored. They found that his failure to
give "enthusiastic support" to the H-bomb program and his "highly persuasive influence" among fellow
scientists were not in "the strongest offensive military interests of the country."

Dr. Oppenheimer appealed the board's decision to the five-memberAtomic Energy Commission, The
Commission, by a four-to-one vote, found Oppenheimerto be loyal, but by a different four-to-one vote,
found him to be a security risk. The Commission steered clear of the H-bomb charges/ though they
probably played a role in its decision. instead, the majority based its decision on Opoenheimer's character
and his associations.

On lune 29, L954, fifty years ago on Tuesday, the Atomic Energy Commission formally revoked Dr.
Oppenheimer's clearance, forever ending his involvement in the atomic energy program, Ironically, Dr.
Oppenheimer's term on the General Advisory Committee had expired two years before. His only remaining
contact with the AEC was a consulting contract, which was scheduled to expire, along with his security
clearance, the next day anyway.

History will be a fairer judge and will reach a truer verdict than the Commission. Robert Oppenheimer will
be remembered, I believe, as a brilliant scientist who applied his talents loyally and unstintingly to our
national defense. He will be remembered, too, as one who thought deeply about the forces unleashed by
the Manhattan Project, and realized how essential it is for mankind to use wisely, in his words, "the new
powers, the new alternatives, of an advancing mastery of nature" for "his welfare and his freedom, and not
his destruction. "

The clouds over Robert Oppenheimer's reputation have long since begun to dissipate. His many friends
and supporters, both in the Government and in the scientific community, never doubted his loyalty. One
such supporter was Senator Clinton P. Anderson. When President Eisenhower nominated Dr.
Oppenheimer's nemesis, Lewis Strauss, to be the Secretary of Commerce, Senator Anderson led the
opposition to the nomination. Lewis Strauss had given Senator Anderson many reasons to oppose his
nomination over the years, but his abusive treatment of Dr. Oppenheimer was chief among them. The
Senate rarely rejects a cabinet nomination, but at Senator Anderson's urging, the Senate rejected Lewis
Strauss' nomination in 1959.

In 1963, President Kennedy selected Dr. Oppenheimer to receive the Enrico Fermi award, which President
lohnson bestowed on him after President Kennedy was assassinated, In 1994, the FBI publicly announced
that allegations that Dr. Oppenheimer had shared secrets with the Soviets were "unfounded."

I have sought to add to these efforts by sponsoring, along with Senator Domenici and Senator Feinstein, a

Senate resolution recognizing Dr. Oppenheimer's loyal service and contributions to the nation. The Senate
unanimously agreed to the resolution Thursday evening,

In closing, I commend the Atomic Heritage Foundation for holding this conference and for its efforts to
preserve the Manhattan Project properties here at Los Alamos and at other sites. I support those efforts
and have sponsored legislation in the Senate to have the Secretary of the interior consider adding the
major Manhattan Project sites to the National Park System. The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
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November 10, 2003

The National Press Club

Remarks by Secretary of E::rgy Spencer Abraham

Thank you all for coming. 
' :'" -''

And thanks to the National Press Club for hosting this event.

I'd like to welcome the directors of the Department of Enero"'-
national laboratories and the chairs of our scien@ o'

";;:;:1 ..rd,"\"::.,T::"1:?x:;l

ffigg**tt$$Ilri;*,l'y*
Just cons\der',--,o,h" y:\:1-,F'l'y-"-"litiilt"i;*"?1""";";ather \

TrH#$ 
n$'ew

-.*r*-ug,-,uo,ffi{ffHil-.,

. .,,rericans don't know that the Department of Energy
operates a network of netional laboratories where research has
led lo profound breakthroughs in medicine, environmental
science, biology, and physics that have transformed - and
continue to transform - ihe way we all live.

These Deparlment of Energy labs are a nalional lreasure.

They ere cenlers of scientific discovery - as witnessed by the
number of Nobel Prizes and olher honors they have produced -
http://www.energy.gov/engine/content.do?PIIBLIC_ID=14441&BT_CODE=PR_SPEEC... 711412004
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Sunday, July 11, 2OO4
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DARRYL NEWMAN, . Monitor Staff Writer

Under cloudy skies Friday afternoon, the former house of the late l. Robert Oppenheimer
was dedicated as part of a celebration in remembrance of the progressive scientist's 100th
birthday.
The dedication included the donation of a check for $50,000 to the Los Alamos Historical
Society, as well as the unveiling of a plaque to be placed at the Oppenheimer house.

The ceremony boasted an affluent guest and speaker list, some of whom included Gov. Bill
Richardson, Sen. Pete Domenici and relatives of Oppenheimer.
More than 100 people gathered in the Rose Garden behind Fuller Lodge and county
council Chair Nona Bowman read a proclamation designating June 25 - 26 as a celebration of
"Oppenheimer and the Manhattan Project."

Bowman then introduced Los Alamos National Laboratories Director Pete Nanos, who
acknowledged Oppenheimer as "a man who understood fully the lessons of the Manhattan
Proje ct . "
Nanos then introduced Domenici who joked about his suit and tie moments before becoming
serious. (He had to buy new clothes, he said, as the airline had lost his luggage.)

He shared a story about the honoring of a house that was once occupied by a Russian
scientist and his family.
"In the midst of very poor living conditions they had a house and everyone there knew
where he lived," Domenici said. "Now we are doing our best to preserve a house."

The senator eloquently noted that some people view the creation of the atomic bomb as
leading the world into great self-destruction. However, he said, others consider the bomb as
a great human achievement.

"I choose the latter and i have a lot of respect for him," he said. "The Cold War never turned
hot, because of his achievements,"

Domenici touted the legacy of Oppenheimer and his ties to New Mexico.

"Many years ago, New Mexico turned out to be a place that he loved," he said. "When they
asked where the lab should be placed, he picked here (Los Alamos)."

Nanos presented a $50,000 check from Los Alamos National Laboratories to the Los Alamos
Historical Society that will be used for repairs and restorations of the Oppenheimer house.

Nancy Bartlit, president of the historical society, accepted the check on behalf of the
orga n ization.

"I accept with great pleasure this check," she said. "We are very excited to have it and will
cherish the representation of it and spend it wisely."

Andy Oppenheimer, the cousin of L Robert Oppenheimer, spoke and reflected on the impact
and influence that his cousin had on his life.

"I became fascinated by the drama and the tragedy of the bomb," he said. "I hope to God
that I retain one atom of his wisdom."

Bill Richardson arrived late via helicopter.

"We're here to pay tribute to a man who left an indelible mark on the country and on New
Mexico," Richardson said.

"This house will always be remembered in the spirit of him."

The governor thanked the community and the historical society for their work and cited it as
a benefit to the economy.

http://www.lamonitor.com/articles/2004106128/headline news/newsOl.txt 71r112004


